
Transport Week 2  Big Wheels 

Tuesday—How many cars on the lorry? 

Can you colour in the cars, cut them out 

and stick them on your car carrier? 

How many can you fit on? 

Wednesday—Car Painting  

What you need 

• Plastic cars or any toy cars you don’t mind getting covered in paint 

• A long roll of white paper (available on Amazon or most craft stores) 

• Paint, a few colours 

• An outdoor space, ideally a pavement or patio 

• Sellotape 

• A slide, optional 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Try  to set this up before your children want to play with it. Not always possible but it means they can just get stuck in 

immediately. 

2. Decide whether you will be using a slide or not. If you aren’t using one, find a couple of meters of pavement or clear 

patio to use. Roll out your white paper and sellotape down the ends. 

3. If you are using a slide, start at the top of the slide with your paper. Sellotape it down and then roll it down your slide 

and on to the paving stones and sellotape that end down too. Make sure to roll out the paper at least a couple of me-

tres.  

4. Squirt some paint all over the paper. Space it out. It is up to you whether you want to put more the one colour on at 

once.  

5. Once the paint is on you can leave your children to experiment. If they need some help to begin with, show them what 

to do by zooming a car down the slide or across the pavement. Talk about how you can see the car tracks as it hits the 

paint and drags it across the surface of the paper. 

Monday—Scissor Skills 

Can you cut the tractors 

wheels out and stick them 

to the tractor?  

Thursday— Bus  

Can you cut out the buss, give it some wheels, colour 

it in and add some passengers? 

Where will your bus go? How many passengers have 

you got?  

Friday—Rubbish Truck! 

Can you cut out some pictures from a magazine or 

news paper and fill your rubbish truck!  



This weeks phonics activities 












